BOOKS WITH LIFE

INCLUSION OF REFUGEE YOUTH THROUGH AN APPROACH TO LIFELINE MAPS AND ART

YOUNG PEOPLE AS A FORCE OF TRANSFORMATION

Valencia May 2019
Friday 31st may

9:30  Work meeting
     Sankofa Espai Intercultural
     Calle Beata Inés 10

     Introduction of the event.
     - Presentation of entities
     - Identification of common points.

     Spain.
     - State of migration and youth in the country.

13:30 Lunch time
     Bar Patraix
     Plaza Patraix, 12

16:30 Work meeting
     Introduction:
     Orografias

     Workshop:
     Methodologies for the European Library of Lifes

     Break time
     Music in Sankofa

22:00 Dinner time
     Manicomi, Restaurant
     Calle del Beato Nicolás Factor, 11

Saturday 1st June

10:00 Work meeting
     Sankofa Espai Intercultural
     Calle Beata Inés 10

     Debate:
     Young people as a force of transformation

14:00 Lunch time
     Restaurant Canela
     Calle Quart, 49

16:30 Partners time
     Cohesion activities
     Walk around Valencia

22:30 Dinner time
     Malmö, Restaurant
     Calle Sueca, 46